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ADDENDUM NO. 1 
DHSMV RFI 030-18 

INTERNATIONAL REGISTRATION PLAN (IRP) AND  
INTERNATIONAL FUEL TAX AGREEMENT (IFTA) SYSTEM 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

All written questions are reproduced in the same format as submitted by the Vendor. 

Question(s) from Deltek 

1. Question: I was wondering if it would be possible to view the current contract for the IRP and IFTA
systems that the state holds if they are vendor run? 

Answer: A current contract does not exist. The current system is a system that was 
developed in house. 

2. Question: The RFI document mentions that the Department will be undertaking a second phase of 
modernization that will include several other systems including the Florida Real-Time Vehicle 
Information System (FRVIS), Fleet Management System and MyDMV Portal. Is there anybody 
in the department I would be able to speak to about these initiatives? 

Answer: These initiatives are already underway. Phase II began November 1, 2017.  Please 
contact janistimmons@flhsmv.gov with any questions. 

3. Question: Are solicitations for these systems being developed currently? 

Answer: Solicitations for Phase II were released in August 2017, a contract was awarded 
in November 2017. 

Question(s) from Celtic 

4. Question: Section: 5.0. > B > 4 > a
4) Ability to attach documents/supporting documentation as part of online transactions
Is DHSMV interested in having a feature for in-line scanning where the customer is in the
office and their documents would be scanned, automatically indexed, stored in an image
repository and available for retrieval immediately?

Answer: Yes, DHSMV would be interested in this type of functionality. 

5. Question: Section: 5.0. > B > 4 
b. Software Bulk Upload Capability

Bulk Tax Returns/Renewals by Carrier Services Companies
If we provide access to the system for motor carrier service companies with role-based 
authorized privileges and edits, is a bulk upload option still required? 

Answer: DHSMV would consider all viable alternative solutions; which may or may not 
include a required bulk upload option. 
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6. Question: Section: TAB C – Product Components
Is DHSMV interested in a cloud hosted solution? 

Answer: Yes, DHSMV would be interested in evaluating a cloud based solution. 

7. Question: Section: TAB C – Product Components 
For a State hosted solution, do we need to provide cost of the equipment, software licenses 
and support? 

Answer: The Agency requests that all responses include an estimated cost of equipment, 
licenses and support for any solution recommended. 

8. Question: Section: TAB C – Product Components 
Is DHSMV interested in having mobile apps for Carriers to see their account information, 
perform and pay for transactions and receive credentials on their smart devices?? 

Answer: Yes, DHSMV would be interested in reviewing mobile apps and any other 
technology that might streamline communications and processes. 
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